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A YEAR OF PRACTICE AND PERFORMANCE: IMPROVING PIANO SKILLS TO
BECOME A BETTER CHORAL DIRECTOR
Chairperson: Rick Hughes
Piano skills are extremely important to a choral teacher’s success, and I always
considered my piano playing as a weak point in my teaching. The intent of my project
was to dedicate a year of intensive practicing and performing as an accompanist in order
to improve my piano technique, gain a wider repertoire of music to use in teaching
private lessons and choir, and gain confidence in my abilities as an accompanist. Through
one hundred and three hours of documented practice time, eight performance experiences
in a variety of settings, and eighteen pieces prepared and performed, my playing has
improved dramatically, as has my confidence in my playing. I have also learned
important things about myself as a pianist, and have realized how a wide variety of
Howard Gardener’s Multiple Intelligences are utilized when accompanying.
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I. BACKGROUND
One year ago, I applied for the job of my dreams: a high school choir teaching
position at Hellgate High School. Throughout high school and college, I had always
hoped to teach choir at a AA high school with a strong choral program. When this
position opened, I was ecstatic. I submitted my application, knowing that with ten years
of teaching experience (four of which were high school experience), I should be a strong
and viable candidate.
As I prepared for the interview, I felt totally confident in my ability to do an
excellent job at Hellgate, with one exception: my piano skills. The outgoing teacher was a
beloved veteran teacher; a truly tough act to follow. However, the only comparison I
really feared was in piano skills. He was a concert pianist, and accompanied fifty students
every year at district music festival. He never needed to practice just to be able to play
choral parts or simple accompaniments. He was a competent, confident pianist.
I took piano lessons for one year in fourth grade. Throughout middle and high
school, I plunked on our piano here and there for fun, but never took lessons and never
played seriously. I could play a melody enough to learn my vocal music, and that was it.
My high school choir director had his PhD in piano performance, and I realized how
important piano skills were going to be in my career. I remember discussing with my
high school friends that I should be taking piano lessons if I were going to be a choir
teacher. Obviously the though crossed my mind, but I didn’t take action.
In college, I took the group piano classes that were required for music education
majors. I did well in these classes, but it was obvious that I had a lot of work to do to
prepare myself to be a music teacher. I finally took private piano lessons my final year of
college, which was a great and necessary help. However, before I knew it, I was student
teaching and facing the brutal reality of my lacking piano skills. I remember leading a
rehearsal early in the student teaching process, and completely butchering the choral parts
on the piano. After several torturous attempts to learn these parts, a student raised her
hand and asked if I could not play with them. It was at this moment I realized that I was
going to have to put some serious practice time into my playing in order to be a
successful teacher. I also realized that one skill I’d learned in college was going to be
very helpful in teaching: reading and comping chords rather than reading the actual notes.
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Since then, I’ve progressed greatly in my playing. My job requires me to play
several hours per day, and that has led to the greatest improvements. However, I’ve relied
heavily on “faking,” (comping chords and making up my own accompaniments) and on
using my own singing voice in teaching choral parts. For example, I’ll often play one or
two parts on the piano and sing a third part. This technique is helpful to encourage
students to hear the differences in their harmonies. However, it is wearing on my singing
voice, and it doesn’t allow me to evaluate how my choir is doing – I’m hearing myself
singing and not listening to them singing.
I did not get the job at Hellgate High School. This had nothing to do with my
piano skills, but I came away from the experience realizing that I needed to take action in
my piano playing. I felt that my piano skills were the biggest thing holding me back from
being the choral director I wanted to be. The interview process happened a few short
weeks before my second summer of Creative Pulse, and during this summer, I realized
that a project focused on piano would be the most productive and beneficial project for
my teaching career.
After much consideration and planning, I realized that a project focused on
accompanying singers and ensembles (rather than a solo piano project) would be best.
Accompanying is a different beast from solo piano: not only do accompanists have to be
skilled pianists who play exceedingly hard repertoire, but they have to be ensemble
players as well. As an accompanist, the level of your performance doesn’t affect only you
– in fact, it’s not about you at all. The focus of the performance is on the soloist you
accompany, so your mistakes do not just reflect poorly on you. They reflect poorly on the
person you accompany. Since most of the performing I do as a teacher is accompanying,
it seemed that a project based on accompanying would be the most beneficial to my
career.
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II. THE PROPOSAL
My goals for my accompanying project were as to
•

learn a lot of music and play often. Accompanists are often learning many
pieces at once and are preparing to accompany for more than one
soloist/event.

•

accompany for many different events/soloists/ensembles. My goal was to
experience a variety of accompanying situations, from accompanying a
vocal soloist to accompanying a choir with a conductor.

•

work with as many different musicians as possible, with varying levels of
experience and skill.

•

have my accompanying experiences to mirror those of a choral director:
soloists at District Music Festival, accompaniments of the choral pieces
I’m rehearsing in my own choirs, performers at talent shows, etc.

•

have the project to continue throughout the school year with many
different performance events, so that I would always have something to
practice

•

to work on my sightreading skills as well as learn repertoire

•

to learn and perform music as written, rather than “faking” (making my
own accompaniments based on the chord structure of the music)

I set the following as my performance goals:
•

Learn accompaniments for the choral music I’m teaching/rehearsing

•

Sightread through several sightreading method books

•

Accompany the Frenchtown High School choir, under the direction of
Troy Bashor, in one piece for a concert

•

Play a keyboard part in the pit orchestra of Frenchtown School District’s
production of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat

•

Accompany in one piece at my own junior high choir concert (conduct and
accompany simultaneously)

•

Accompany several students at District Music Festival in April

•

Accompany my private voice students in their spring recital in May
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III. THE PROCESS
After setting goals for the project, I began practicing. My first performance
happened immediately – at the end of my second summer of Creative Pulse. I ended up
performing in an accompanist setting for eight performances, learned eighteen pieces,
and practiced for one hundred and three hours for the project. As soon as I was done with
a performance, I needed to start working on music for the next event. This constant
“looming goal” was exactly the push I needed keep up my practicing. The wide variety
of repertoire, performers, and performance settings provided me with a well-rounded
experience in accompanying.
Performance #1
Piece: “If I Could” by Ken Hirsch

Performer: Teri Dwyer (vocal solo)

Setting: Creative Pulse Final Personal Performance
Date of Performance: July 12, 2011
My first rehearsal and performance for this project began before my second
summer of Creative Pulse was over. I knew that I would be focusing on accompanying
for my project, so when Teri asked if I knew anyone who could accompany for her, I
volunteered. This performance was an excellent way to begin my project. Teri is not a
trained singer, so it was a good experience for me to work with someone who is a less
confident musician. The piece was easy, and I was not nervous about the performance.
As I stated earlier, I often “fake” my accompaniments. Before this project, this
would have been the kind of piece in which I would have completely ignored the written
accompaniment and faked my own accompaniment. However, one of my goals for this
project was to read and learn accompaniments as written, rather than comping chords. I
was pleased with my ability to easily read the written accompaniment of this piece. This
piece also had the vocal melody written into the accompaniment (doubling the singer),
which is something that bothers me both as a singer and an accompanist. When the
melody is doubled in the accompaniment, there is no room for improvisation or any
freedom on the singer’s part. When accompanying, I also fear that I’ll miss a note in the
doubled melody. This could either cause the vocalist to make mistakes, or at the very
least be obvious that I’ve made a mistake. But, again, my goal is to play pieces as written,
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and I knew it would be helpful for an inexperienced singer like Teri if I would include the
doubling melody.
The performance went very well. Teri was nervous, but did very well. It was a
good experience for me in that she sometimes needed some extra support from me: for
example, there were times when she jumped ahead in the piece and I had to follow her.
There were also a few moments when she sang slightly out of tune, and I needed to give
her a little extra doubling on the melody. These are all things that accompanists need to
be able to do with ease, so I was happy to have this experience with Teri.
Performance #2
Piece: “Anytime You Need A Friend” arranged by Ellen McKenzie
Performer: Frenchtown Junior High Honor Choir
Setting: School Assembly
Date of Performance: October 24, 2011
The junior high honor choir, which I teach and conduct, was asked to perform a
song at an elementary school assembly. Since I did not have an accompanist for this
performance, I took it as a good opportunity to achieve one of my goals: conducting and
accompanying simultaneously. This was an excellent learning experience, and what I was
learned was this: I don’t like it! I felt that by trying to conduct and accompany at the
same time, I wasn’t doing justice to either role. The students performed well, but I did not
feel confident in my performance as a conductor or an accompanist.
Performance #3
Piece: “I See With My Heart” by John Jacobsen and Roger Emerson
Performer: Frenchtown Kids in Motion children’s choir, with director Elaina Blass
Setting: School Assembly
Date of Performance: October 24, 2011
Since I was already planning on accompanying for my own honor choir at this
assembly, I offered to accompany for my colleague’s children’s choir as well. The piece
they performed was fairly simple, but did require some work on my part.
This performance was the first chance I had to accompany under a conductor. I
felt very well-prepared and not apprehensive at all about the performance. In a rehearsal
before the performance, I was not prepared for the quick tempo she took. After the
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rehearsal, I worked hard to bring the piece up to the tempo at which she had directed.
Then, we got to the performance, and she took the tempo much slower. This is something
that probably happens often to accompanists, I realized. I know that when I conduct, I am
often unsure on tempos and sometimes realize after beginning a piece that it’s too slow or
fast. Accompanying for my colleague in this assembly made me realize how important it
is for accompanists to be ready to make these constant adjustments.

Performance #4
Piece: “Si Vis Amari” by Jerry Estes
Performer: Frenchtown High School Choir, Directed by Troy Bashor
Setting: Fall Choir Concert, Frenchtown High School Auditorium
Date of Performance: November 8, 2011
In planning this project, I knew it would be important to have at least one
experience accompanying a choir or bigger ensemble. It was also a priority for me to
practice accompanying under a conductor. Early in the school year, I consulted with my
colleague Troy Bashor about accompanying for his choir on one piece. Together, we
chose “Si Vis Amari,” which has a fairly easy accompaniment. I enjoyed collaborating
with him on this project, and it was important for me to experience watching and
following a conductor rather than a soloist.
I felt very well-prepared for this performance, but it was not easy. Occasionally, I
suffer from panic attacks while performing. These attacks started happening during my
most stressful performing times in college, and I still experience them now. I usually
associate these attacks with a claustrophobia which comes from standing still, not being
able to move around freely, and not being able to leave a situation. When performing
while sitting (as I obviously do while playing piano) I have never worried or panicked.
However, during this performance, I did experience some anxiety. I had assumed I
would not need to use the medication I sometimes take when performing, and I learned
that the medication might be necessary when accompanying.
Despite the anxiety attack, I was able to accompany the choir successfully. There
were very few mistakes on my part, and the performance was a success. It was the most
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formal performance situation I had accompanied in thus far, and I was happy to have that
accomplishment.
Performance #5
Piece: Cello part in orchestra Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
Performer: Cast of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, 60 students ages
9-18
Setting: Theatrical production in Frenchtown High School auditorium
Date of Performance: December 1, 2 & 3, 2011
Originally, I intended to learn and perform one of the secondary keyboard parts in
our school’s fall musical, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. This
particular musical has a primary accompanist and two secondary keyboard parts that
supplement some of the missing orchestration. I co-direct the biennial musical production
with my colleague Troy Bashor. I am the artistic director, co-music director,
choreographer, costume designer, and usually act as the stage manager during the
production; essentially, I do the work of many different people. However, I discussed my
goal of playing in a pit orchestra with Troy before we began work on Joseph. We agreed
that if we delegated some work to others during the show, I would be able to play in the
pit.
As we neared the opening of the show, I realized it would not be feasible for me
to play the secondary keyboard parts: not because I would have other work to do during
the performances themselves, but because I was so busy prior to the performances that I
had absolutely no time to practice. Instead, I chose to play the cello part on keyboard.
Since we did not have a cellist in our orchestra, it was helpful to have this part covered.
The part was easy enough that I did not need to practice; I could sightread it easily. Also,
since the cello part is not absolutely necessary to the orchestra’s success, I could be
available to help backstage if things went wrong (which, of course, they did).
I was disappointed to not have the true experience of playing piano in a pit
orchestra. As a lover of musical theatre, this is a goal I hope to achieve in the future.
Performance #6
Pieces: “How Can I Keep From Singing” Arr. Andy Beck
“Per la gloria d’Adorarvi” by Bononcini
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“Where the Sea Meets the Sky” by Sally Albrecht
“Silent Noon” by Ralph Vaughan Williams
“Castle on a Cloud” by Claude-Michel Schonberg
“Poor Wayfarin’ Stranger” arr. Jay Althouse
“Part of Your World” by Alan Menken
Performers: My private voice students, including Natalie Bova, Emily Everett,
Mattea Prison, Myranda Riley, Olivia Potter, Kaia Roberge and Sierra Riley
Setting: Adjudicated Master Class, Frenchtown Choir Room
Date of Performance: March 12, 2012
At the beginning of January, I began working on repertoire for a master class for
my private voice students. I planned the class to give my students an opportunity to
perform for an adjudicator and get some feedback on a solo on which they’d been
working. Angela Wilkes, a vocal teacher from Missoula who often adjudicates at music
festivals around the state, agreed to come out and work with my girls. I was excited about
my first opportunity to prepare multiple solos at once, and to work on repertoire that
would be useful for me to know in the future.
I spent two months practicing for the master class, as there were so many pieces
to learn. As the date approached, I felt very prepared and ready to perform with the girls.
I had been practicing almost every day for at least an hour, and was confident in my
abilities to play for the girls. However, there were a few last-minute issues that arose.
Initially, I had planned to accompany four performing students, and my other lessprepared and less-experienced students would watch and learn from the performers and
the adjudicate. I also had one student who was unavailable that evening and would not be
attending. On the day of the master class, the “unavailable” student and I realized we had
miscommunicated; she would be attending and had intended to sing her solo. Another
student had not planned on singing because she was a relatively new student. However,
she approached me on the day of the class and expressed an interest in singing; she felt
ready and wanted the opportunity. Since both of these students are high school students
who were preparing for District Music Festival, I agreed that it would be helpful for them
to receive some feedback from Ms. Wilkes.
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Of course, this meant that I would be accompanying in two more solos than I had
intended to perform that evening. Luckily, I had already spent some time working on
these pieces, as I knew I’d be playing them at District Music Festival in April, and I
thought I could pull it off. It did put some last-minute stress into the performance, though.
Although I was happy I could give these two students a chance to perform, I selfishly was
disappointed that my performance wasn’t as perfect as I anticipated it would be. I spent
two and a half hours that afternoon practicing the two pieces I didn’t feel quite ready for
– two pieces that are much more difficult than the others I was playing – in order to do
the performance justice.
The master class was a very positive experience for my students and for me as an
accompanist. I played quite well on the pieces I’d fully prepared. The two pieces I added
at the last minute were not my best performances, but I played well enough to support my
students and let them have this performance experience. In the end, the final student who
was just there to observe wanted to sing her solo too, because she was so excited about
the other performances she had seen. Since her piece was easy enough, I stumbled
through it for the master class as well. It was quite the lesson in accompanying: adding
performances at the last minute, working with nervous soloists, and having someone
there to adjudicate.
One thing I had promised myself I would not do during this performance was selfdeprecate. I realized that during my first few accompanying experiences this year, I’d
often given my audience and fellow performers disclaimers, warnings and excuses about
the level of my playing. I realized that this was not helpful to my confidence level, and
that it was not necessary or accurate. I needed to start believing in myself as an
accompanist. I had prepared well for the master class and dealt with the last-minute
changes in a professional manner. I gave my two students a chance to perform, and I
would not have been able to do that if I had not been working so hard on my playing.
Performance #7
Pieces: “Lonesome Valley” arr. Roger Emerson
“Old Dan Tucker” arr. Neil Ginsberg
Performers: St. Ignatius High School Choir, directed by Kendal Baldwin Anderson
Date of Performance: April 13, 2012
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Setting: District Music Festival Large Ensemble Day, Sentinel High School
Auditorium
District Music Festival occurs every year in April and is an extremely important
event for high school directors and music students. This event is sponsored by the
Montana High School Association, and schools are required to participate by sending
their music ensembles to perform and be adjudicated by experienced musicians. In the
Missoula area, the large ensembles (comprised of school choirs, bands and orchestras)
perform on the first day of the festival (Friday). Schools are also encouraged to prepare
and send soloists and small ensembles to participate in the Solo/Ensemble portion of the
festival, which occurs on Saturday. This is a formal performing event, an important and
necessary experience for high school musicians.
My original performing goals for this project included accompanying for several
students at District Music Festival on Solo/Ensemble Day; in fact, I considered this to be
the most significant performance for this project. When an opportunity arose for me to
accompany for a high school choir on Friday’s large ensemble portion of the festival, I
knew it would be an excellent experience to add to the project.
I spent a considerable amount of time on these two pieces, especially “Old Dan
Tucker,” which is among the hardest pieces I’ve played for this project. Its tempo is
extremely quick, and it proved to be quite a difficult piece for me. “Lonesome Valley”
was not difficult, but I did put a significant amount of practice into it also.
The only rehearsal I got with the St. Ignatius choir was about twenty minutes
before the performance at District Music Festival, which is not ideal. I was nervous about
this event, mainly because of the formality of the performance (versus the casual master
class in my classroom) and because of the difficulty of “Old Dan Tucker.” However, the
director, Kendal Baldwin Anderson, was gracious and a pleasure with whom to work.
Her choir was very respectful and appreciative. I did actually receive a compliment from
a student: she said that it was nice to finally hear the accompaniment played as it should
be.
The performance went well, but I did not play as well as I could have. My nerves
did impede my performance, and although we got through the piece just fine, I had
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played it much better in practice sessions. However, as always, the focus was on the
performing ensemble, not the accompanist – as it should be.
Performance #8
Pieces: “How Can I Keep From Singing” arr. Andy Beck
“Wie Melodien” by Brahms
“Silent Noon” by Vaughan Williams
“Early One Morning” arr. Jean Shackleton
“Danny Boy” arr. Julie Knowles
“Per la gloria d’Adorarvi” by Bononcini
Performers: Madison Blass, Keegan Wickman, Myranda Riley, Kelsey Gingell,
Keara Robert, and Mattea Prison
Date of Performance: April 14, 2012
Setting: District Music Festival Solo/Ensemble Day, Hellgate High School
The “grand finale” of my project was a day-long event. I played for six soloists
throughout the day, starting at 8:10 a.m. and ending at 4:45 p.m. I had spent every spare
minute practicing these pieces, and I was as ready as I could possibly be. I was
apprehensive about some pieces (“Wie Melodien,” “Silent Noon,” and “Early One
Morning,”) and pretty confident about others (“Per la gloria,” “Danny Boy,” and “How
Can I Keep From Singing”).
The first performance, “Early One Morning,” went fairly well. As usual, my
nerves meant that I didn’t play as perfectly as I could have. The adjudicator also told the
singer that the piece needed to be faster, which made me feel a bit guilty, as I couldn’t
play it any faster! However, the soloist earned a well-deserved excellent (II) rating.
Next was the piece I was most nervous about. “Wie Melodien,” a Brahms piece,
was one that I knew could totally fall to pieces if I wasn’t extremely focused and careful.
After the mediocre first performance I’d had, I was extremely nervous about the Brahms.
However, this piece went exceedingly well. I was incredibly proud of my playing. This
was a hard piece for the soloist, and she did well. She earned an excellent (II) rating.
My third piece, “How Can I Keep From Singing,” was one I felt very ready to
play. We performed superbly, and this soloist earned a superior (I) rating.
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The next performance was later that afternoon. The “Danny Boy” soloist was sick
and being dramatic about her ability to perform. Her ridiculous behavior left me no time
to worry about my own playing, and I performed well. She stumbled through her piece
and earned an excellent (II) rating.
The fifth piece of the day was “Per la gloria d’Adorarvi.” This was not my best
performance of the day, but the soloist was fantastic, so I certainly was not the focus.
This soloist earned a superior (I) rating.
The final piece of the day was the other piece I was most apprehensive about:
“Silent Noon,” by Vaughan Williams. I had played this piece in a rough form at the
master class, so I had been working on it for a long time. Again, the piece went
surprisingly well, and I was very proud of myself. The soloist was also superb, and
earned an excellent (II) rating.
Overall, I was pleased with my accompanying at District Music Festival. I was as
prepared as I could possibly be, and I enjoyed learning such a wide variety of pieces. Six
pieces was a lot for me to prepare. I marvel at accompanists who accompany for twenty
or more students at District Music Festival! Learning these pieces not only gave me a
reason to practice for many hours, but also put six common and useful pieces into my
repertoire for the future.
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IV. EXPECTED RESULTS AND OUTCOMES
When making goals for this project, I had a number of results and outcomes that I
expected I would achieve by participating in various accompanying events. The first,
most obvious, and probably most significant outcome was to simply become a better
player. I hoped (and assumed) that by committing to these accompanying jobs, I would
then feel the pressure to practice many hours. Simply deciding to practice more without
having a performance for which to prepare would have been aimless. I do feel that my
piano skills have improved greatly over the past year. In the one hundred and three
practice hours I logged, I’ve become a stronger and more confident sightreader, gained
technical skills, and added to the repertoire of accompaniments I’m comfortable playing.
Another outcome I expected from this project was that my students would
significantly benefit from my improved piano skills. In the past, when I’d learned
accompaniments and could play them easily and without hesitation, all the elements of
teaching choir or private voice lessons became so much more simple. I expected that if I
practiced and really learned the pieces I intended to perform, I would be a much better
teacher – and I was right. I could accompany and listen to the student while I played. I
could offer feedback and suggestions regarding their performance, rather than struggling
just to keep up on the piano. In choir, rehearsals were more productive and we moved
more quickly through our repertoire. Students were more engaged and felt more
supported musically when my playing improved. I was able to spot and stop discipline
problems more readily, because I wasn’t so focused on my playing. My choirs and
private students were more prepared for their performances because they had become
familiar with the accompaniments much sooner than in the past.
Another outcome I intended to attain was to gain performance experience.
Although I have accompanied many times in the past, it is not a performing art in which I
am entirely comfortable. During the course of this project, I’ve learned eighteen pieces.
These pieces range in difficulty from fairly easy to quite difficult. Even the most
experienced accompanist would agree that the Vaughan Williams and Brahms pieces I
played were not simple. Eighteen pieces, learned as written and performed in front of
audiences throughout the year – some of them performed more than once. I am proud of
the quantity of music I’ve performed, and the fact that the performances went so well.
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V. UNEXPECTED RESULTS AND OUTCOMES
In addition to the outcomes I expected to achieve during this project, I was also
pleasantly surprised to gain some other positive results. Among these unexpected
outcomes was a gain in confidence in my piano abilities. I now know that I can play
accompaniments as written when I put in enough practice time. The self-knowledge that I
am fully able to master many accompaniments is a very significant product of my project.
Prior to this year-long accompanying venture, my confidence in my playing abilities was
very low. I often assumed I couldn’t play accompaniments, so I wouldn’t. I made excuses
and disclaimers for myself when playing; often, I would “warn” students and other
musicians about my lacking piano skills. I wanted them to know that I knew I wasn’t a
strong player and “get it out in the open.” This realization came during the master class
performance, when I performed pieces I wasn’t planning on playing that evening, and
still performed well. I opened my mouth, ready to warn the adjudicator that I wasn’t
prepared and would probably play badly. Then, I realized how unnecessary and
unproductive these negative statements were. The truth was that I benefitted my students
that evening by playing music I wasn’t ready to play. Being able to get through the music
as best I could meant that those students were able to perform, whereas they would not
have been able to if it weren’t for my accompanying. Now, when asked to accompany, I
am very confident that I can do it, and that I can support the soloist/ensemble well. When
asked about my piano skills by other musicians, I do not downgrade my abilities, because
I now feel that I am a proficient accompanist.
In addition to confidence in my playing abilities, I have realized during this
project that I truly enjoy playing piano. I love sitting down to practice and settling into
that world of music, in which the realities of life are not present. I also gained some
important practicing skills throughout the year. As I progressed through my music, I
began to know how long it would take me to learn certain sections or pieces of music. I
also learned the importance of using practice time wisely. During the project, I read an
article entitled “How Many Hours A Day Should You Practice?” by Dr. Noa Kageyama,
a violinist, Juilliard alumnus, and performance psychologist. It provided some valuable
insight into how much time can be wasted during practice sessions because it is mindless
practicing. Dr. Kageyama lays out a plan for productive practice, which includes limiting
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the duration of practice sessions to a productive time period, practicing during times of
the day when you have the energy to be productive, and using a journal to reflect on
practice sessions and set goals. These suggestions resonated well with my own feelings
about my practicing; however, I also found that in the busy reality of life, it was not
always possible to practice in this manner. For example, I know that my most energized
and productive time of day is in the morning; however, I work in the mornings and often
cannot practice at that time. Instead, I practiced in the afternoons and evenings, a time of
day in which I am often lacking in energy and focus, because this was the only time I had
to practice. I also agreed with Dr. Kageyama’s suggestion to shorten practice sessions in
order to maintain focus; in other words, practice more often for shorter periods of time.
However, this also is not always possible for a busy accompanist. In the days leading up
to district music festival, I had to practice for very long periods of time because I had a
deadline: eight pieces which were to be performed. The article gave me great advice
about how to approach practicing, and also provided insight into a dilemma that often
faces accompanists: the most productive way to practice versus the realities and demands
of the job, or the artistic side of accompanying versus the employment. (Kageyama)
Throughout the process of this accompanying project, I became aware of the
variety of Howard Gardner’s “multiple intelligences” necessary to succeed as an
accompanist. This thought first occurred to me as I realized how much muscle memory
and fine motor skill is at play when accompanying. I found myself amazed at my fingers’
abilities to “remember” pieces of music. Naturally, this led me to reflect on the
kinesthetic intelligence, which is so clearly a necessity for a pianist. I thought more and
more about Gardner’s other intelligences as I continued throughout the project, and
realized how well-rounded in the following intelligences a good accompanist needs to be.

Musical Intelligence
The most obvious intelligence that an accompanist must possess is the musical
intelligence. An accompanist must be able to recognize and create musical pitches and
rhythms. Accompanists must be able to recall melodies and emotionally connect to
music. Accompanists are musicians! Therefore, the musical intelligence must be present
to be successful as an accompanist. During this project, I interviewed five accompanists
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on their experiences and feelings about accompanying (Appendix D). One of the things I
asked of them was to list some important qualities that accompanists must possess. The
accompanists were quick to point out that the fundamental musicianship must be present
before accompanying can be successful. It is the first step to any success in
accompanying. Since childhood, I’ve always considered myself to be a strong musician,
especially when it comes to hearing pitches and harmonies. This intelligence is extremely
important in my accompanying endeavors.
Spatial –Visual Intelligence
Accompanists read large quantities and varieties of written music, and often must
learn and process it quickly. The ability of an accompanist to look at a piece of music and
process it mentally is a test of the spatial-visual intelligence, as is being able to see, use,
and understand the keyboard. I’ve always marveled at the beauty of written music, and
have prided myself on my ability to quickly “take in” a piece of music just by looking at
the notes on the page.
Linguistic-Verbal Intelligence
The ability to read the language of music is essential to accompanists. Reading
music is as much linguistic as it is spatial-visual; it is important that accompanists are
quick to pick up the “language” they see on a page of music. In school, I excelled in
linguistic subjects: English, foreign languages, and music theory were things that came
easily to me. I pride myself on being an excellent sightreader of vocal music. These are
all strengths in the linguistic-verbal intelligence.
Communication, a linguistic-verbal strength, is also essential in accompanying.
Since accompanying is, by nature, collaborative, it is important for accompanists to be
able to clearly communicate their needs, goals, suggestions, and questions to the
performer. The accompanists I interviewed pointed to the importance of good
communication. Gretchen Mundinger stated, “When working with soloists, it really is a
collaboration, so you have to engage in constructive and open dialogue. Also, when a
soloist is under a tremendous amount of pressure sometimes you have to be a voice of
reason.” Lizzie Hatfield listed “being a good collaborator” as an important quality of an
accompanist, and Emily Hackethorn stated that being “assertive and flexible” was
essential.
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Logical-Mathematical Intelligence
The organization and structure of music – both written music and music
performed – is very mathematical. The patterns of rhythm, especially, are often laid out
in a very mathematical manner. I struggled with math in school, and I also feel that
rhythm is my weakness as a musician: these two facts are undoubtedly connected.
Kinesthetic-Bodily Intelligence
“Great pianists are praised and admired for their superb physical abilities at the
instrument. Piano playing is, in fact, athletic” (Liu). As I stated earlier, it was the
realization that the kinesthetic intelligence was so essential to being a pianist that led me
to look more deeply into the importance of the multiple intelligences as an accompanist.
My husband, who is an excellent pianist, often refers to preparing a piece as “getting it
under his fingers.” This is a very accurate depiction of the muscle memory necessary to
master a piece. In my own practicing, I would come to a point in each piece where
everything would just “click” and fall into place, and I would be able to play it easily
afterwards. The kinesthetic intelligence is what allows this “click” and the memory
afterward to happen.
Interpersonal Intelligence
The ability to understand and communicate with others is essential for an
accompanist. Accompanying by its very nature is collaborating with and supporting
another musician. Not only do accompanists need to be able to communicate verbally
with the musicians for whom they play, but they need to be able to communicate
musically. Accompanists need to connect with, feel the needs of, and anticipate actions of
their soloist/ensemble/conductors. In my accompanist interviews, I asked each
accompanist what they thought were the most important qualities for an accompanist to
possess. Each person was quick to list several factors that require a high degree of
interpersonal intelligence. In the words of Denise Harmon, a local accompanist, “being
able to follow the soloist, be supportive of what he/she is doing and cover his/her errors
to the best of my ability is an important part of being an accompanist.” Gretchen
Mundinger, who currently accompanies in New York City, feels that “patience,
willingness to listen and communicate with the person/ensemble you are accompanying”
are the most important qualities an accompanist can possess. Local accompanist Anne
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Bashor stated that “not covering the voice or instrument, but at the same time, supporting
them enough that they can feel confident” are essential accompanist traits.
I believe my ability to relate well to others, communicate with and command
respect from students, and easily form friendships is an indicator of a strong interpersonal
intelligence, and has probably benefitted me as an accompanist. When accompanying, I
am always extremely aware of the needs of the soloist/ensemble/conductor, and my main
goal is to be a support system to them. The journal I kept throughout this project points to
several instances where interpersonal intelligence was at play. In accompanying an
inexperienced soloist, Teri Dwyer, I wrote,
“I was reminded during this process of the biggest challenge of accompanying –
working with the singer. Sounds so obvious! Teri knew the song from her
recording, and that actually makes it harder to put together. It’s harder to hear the
new, different piano accompaniment. She has a good ear in terms of pitch. We
had some trouble rhythmically: she would come in early or late on her entrances
sometimes. I did get to practice the accompanist skill of following – jumping
ahead at a moment when she came in early. I also doubled her melody at one
point because she was just slightly off.”
Being able to support Teri and keep up with her points to strength in interpersonal
intelligence.
Intrapersonal Intelligence
Accompanists must spend large amounts of time practicing in solitude. Before we
rehearse with the musicians we accompany, we usually practice by ourselves in order to
prepare. We must know our strengths and weaknesses as musicians, and reflect on our
progress as pianists.
In order to fully utilize my intrapersonal intelligence in this project, I kept a
journal throughout the process. Journaling helped me reflect on my accompanying
experiences. I also identified strengths and weaknesses in my practicing, musicianship,
and performing through this reflection process. In this entry, I identify a common
problem in accompanying, and a constant worry to me:
“I’m stressed about one of the most basic things I know about accompanying –
you can’t stop and correct mistakes. If you make a mistake, you have to continue.
As a conductor/singer, it has driven me nuts in the few times this has happened –
how could an accompanist possibly let this happen? And yet, it’s hard for me.
One of the things I’m doing now is forcing myself to run things without a single
stop.”
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The journal also helped me identify some issues that could lead to injury, and
made me more conscious of my body when playing:
“As I’ve practiced for longer time periods, I’ve noticed more tension in my
shoulders, neck, back, forearms and wrists. Something I’ll have to be conscious
of.”
Finally, journaling just helped me realize my goals throughout the project. The
following is one of many examples of goal-setting and realization:
“I’m really loving the project. I’ve discovered some things about myself. First, I
really like playing. It’s a great escape, and I enjoy practicing. Also, I have a lot
more confidence in my playing now – and my abilities. I’ve realized that I can
play most accompaniments. Some are much easier than I anticipate. Some take a
lot of work, but I haven’t run across anything I can’t handle so far.”
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VI. SIGNIFICANCE
When I first decided to become a music teacher in high school, I knew that good
piano skills were extremely important for a choir teacher to possess. Throughout high
school and college, this fact was brought to my attention many times: from teachers,
professors, friends, and others. Through the first ten years of my teaching career, my
piano skills have held me back from being the best educator I can be. I’ve done good
things with my students, and I’ve “gotten by” at the piano, but I always could have done
better. This project is something I should have done long ago.
Now that I am armed with better piano skills, a bigger repertoire of solo and
choral music, and much more confidence in my playing, I am better prepared for my
current jobs as a choral teacher and private voice teacher, as well as any future job
opportunities that might arise. As the school year comes to an end, I’m already thinking
ahead to next year, and picking music to teach my students. I’m confident that I can play
the parts and accompaniments, and look forward to preparing them over the summer. I
will also continue to work on my sightreading skills, both by using sightreading method
books and by reading through new vocal and choral music. This summer, I will be
teaching private lessons to some talented high school students at Missoula Children’s
Theatre. This job will be an excellent opportunity for me to continue to improve my
piano skills.
Strong piano skills are also important for my vocal health. In my first decade of
teaching, I’ve relied heavily on singing to teach music, because I didn’t feel comfortable
playing. When playing accompaniments, if I started to falter at the piano, I would jump in
and sing loudly with my students to keep them from getting lost because of my mistakes
at the piano. By the end of most school years, I feel the fatigue in my voice. These
methods of teaching put strain on my instrument, which is a big problem not only in my
teaching career but also in my career as a performer. I don’t want to permanently damage
my voice because of my bad teaching techniques, and that is a real possibility if I don’t
stop leaning on loud and unhealthy singing to teach music, rather than using the piano.
After the past year of much practicing and performing as an accompanist, I’ve
learned how much time it takes me to learn accompaniments and prepare for
performances. I’ve learned that it usually doesn’t take me as long to learn a piece as I
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assume it will. Before this project, I would often assume I didn’t have time to learn a
piece or that it would be too difficult. I now have a better idea of what my capabilities are
as an accompanist. Because of this, I will be able to take on more accompanying jobs in
the future, and better serve my students.
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VII. CONCLUSION
Dr. K Anders Ericsson, a professor of psychology at Florida State University
who has researched practice methods extensively, states that it takes ten years and or
10,000 hours of deliberate practice to become an expert at an instrument. (Kageyama)
This is deliberate practice; meaning that it needs to be focused, concentrated, and
productive. During this project, I amassed one hundred and three hours of practice time at
the piano. A majority of this practice time was deliberate, but there were certainly times
when my head wasn’t totally involved in what I was doing. This means that although I’ve
dedicated what feels like a large amount of time and energy towards becoming an
excellent pianist this year, I have quite a long distance to go to being an “expert.” I know
that I am not “done” with practicing, technical work, and amassing repertoire. However, I
feel that I’ve truly turned a corner this year. Now, I know what I am capable of as an
accompanist. I have confidence that I can learn accompaniments and play them well. I
have seen how much better my students perform when I perform well on the piano. I am
not an expert now, but I know it is possible for me to become one if I continue to work.
This project was so important for me to undertake at this point in my career. I have now
seen that my improved playing means better rehearsals, better teaching, and more
opportunities for my students and myself.
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Appendix A
Accompanying Project: Creative Pulse
List of Pieces Learned
Date
July 2011

Piece Performed
“If I Could,” Ken Hirsch

Accompanied For...
Teri Dwyer, Final CP Performance

July 2011

“Sonata in C Major,” Mozart

My Final CP Performance (Solo)

October 2011

“Anytime You Need A Friend,” Carey/Afanasieff

JH Honor Choir Assembly

October 2011

“I See With My Heart, Emerson/Jacobson”

Kids in Motion Assembly

November 2011 “Si Vis Amari,” Jerry Estes

FHS Chamber Chorale Fall Concert

December 2011 “Joseph and the Amazing…” cello part
Andrew Lloyd Webbber

FSD production

March 2012

“How Can I Keep From Singing,” arr. Beck (key of G)

Voice Studio Master Class

March 2012

“Where the Sea Meets the Sky,” by Sally Albrecht

Voice Studio Master Class

March 2012

“Silent Noon,” Vaughan Williams

Voice Studio Master Class,
District Music Festival

March 2012

“Per la gloria d’Adorarvi,” Bononcini

Voice Studio Master Class,
District Music Festival

March 2012

“Part of Your World,” Alan Menken

Voice Studio Master Class

March 2012

“Castle on a Cloud,” Claude-Michel Schonberg

Voice Studio Master Class

April 2012

“Lonesome Valley,” Roger Emerson

District Music Festival

April 2012

“Old Dan Tucker,” Arr. Ginsberg

District Music Festival

April 2012

“Danny Boy,” arr. Julie Knowles

District Music Festival

April 2012

“How Can I Keep From Singing,” Arr. Beck (key of F)

District Music Festival

April 2012

“Early One Morning,” arr. Jean Shackleton

District Music Festival

April 2012

“Wie Melodien,” Brahms

District Music Festival
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APPENDIX B: PRACTICE LOG
Final Project: Accompanying
Practice Log

Date

Time

Minutes

Pieces Rehearsed

7/8/2011

5:45 - 7:00

75

SR p. 44 #2, If I Could, Sonata in C

7/9/2011

9:10 - 9:30

20

If I Could, Sonata in C

12:50 - 1:50

60

"

7/10/2011

1:30 - 2:30

60

SR. p. 45 #3, "

7/11/2011

11:00 - 12:00

60

If I Could, Sonata in C

7/12/2011

8:35 - 8:55

20

If I Could with Teri

11:40 - 12:10

30

Sonata in C

7/13/2011

12:00 - 12:30

30

"

7/15/2011

8:45 - 9:00

15

"

7/17/2011

1:35 - 2:05

30

p. 45 #4, p. 46 #5, p. 48-50

3:55 - 4:45

50

Danny Boy, Bridge Over Troubled Water

9:15 - 9:35

20

SR p. 51-52

4:35 - 5:05

30

Bridge

7/21/2011

4:05 - 5:30

85

Bridge, p. 53-54, sightread songs

7/22/2011

4:10 - 4:45

35

p. 55 & 56, Shoshone

6:10 - 7:05

55

Bridge, Shoshone

7/23/2011

8:00 - 8:35

35

p. 57 & 58, Bridge, Shoshone

7/24/2011

3:15 - 4:05

50

SR p. 8 & 9, Shoshone, Bridge

7/25/2011

8:20 - 9:00

40

p. 10 & 12, Festival, Bridge

3:45 - 4:45

60

Bridge, Festival, Shoshone

5:25 - 5:35

10

p. 13

6:20 - 7:35

75

p. 14, Shoshone, Festival

7/27/2011

7:45 - 8:45

60

p. 16-17, Bridge, Festival

7/28/2011

10:30 - 10:40

10

p. 19 & 20

4:05 - 5:00

55

Festival, Bridge, Shoshone

7/29/2011

6:35 - 7:20

45

p. 21 & 22, Bridge, Festival

7/30/2011

12:55 - 1:35

40

p. 24 & 25, Festival

9:15 - 10:00

45

Shoshone, Bridge

1:25 - 1:35

10

p. 26 & 28

7/18/2011

7/26/2011

7/31/2011

25

1:45 - 2:15

30

Bridge, Festival

8/1/2011

3:35 - 3:40

5

p. 29

8/2/2011

9:20 - 10:20

55

p. 29 & 30, Festival, Bridge, Unsung

8/3/2011

9:55 - 10:30

35

p. 32, Song, ran all

8/4/2011

3:55 - 4:50

55

p. 33 - 34, Bridge, Festival, Song

8/6/2011

2:20 - 3:20

60

p. 36 - 37, Song, Festival

8/7/2011

2:20 - 3:20

60

p 38 & 40, Festival, Song

8/8/2011

3:25 - 4:25

60

p. 41 & 42, Song, Festival

9:25 - 10:15

50

Festival, Bridge, Shoshone

8/12/2011

5:35 - 6:15

45

p. 44 - 45, Song

8/13/2011

8:00 - 8:30

30

p. 46-48, Festival, Song

9:10 - 9:50

40

Song, Festival, ran all

4:40 - 4:40

40

p. 48-50, Song, Festival

9:35 - 10:05

30

Festival

8/15/2011

3:30 - 4:00

30

p. 51 & 52, Song

8/25/2011

7:50 - 8:15

25

p. 53 & 54, Song, Festival

9/4/2011

8:40 - 9:10

30

p. 55, Someone Like You

9/6/2011

11:50 - 12:20

30

p. 56, Beyond the Sea, Bridge

9/22/2011

11:40 - 12:10

30

Sound of the Sea

9/25/2011

6:05 - 6:55

50

Sound, Bridge

9/27/2011

11:45 - 12:15

30

Anytime you need, Sound

9/29/2011

1:50 - 2:30

40

Anytime you need, Sound

10/6/2011

2:30 - 3:00

30

Anytime you need, Sound

10/7/2011

10:30 - 10:45

15

Si Vis Amari

11:45 - 12:05

20

Joseph

5:08 - 5:33

25

Si Vis Amari

6:20 - 6:45

25

Si Vis Amari, Anytime

10/10/2011

2:30 - 2:55

25

Si Vis Amari

10/12/2011

10:10 - 10:45

35

Si Vis Amari

10/15/2011

10:30 - 11:00

30

I See With My Heart, Anytime

10/16/2011

10:30 - 11:00

30

I See With My Heart, Anytime

10/17/2011

10:10 - 10:45

35

I See With My Heart, Anytime

10/30/2011

3:00 - 4:00

60

Si Vis Amari

11/4/2011

11:55 - 12:15

20

Si Vis Amari

11/6/2011

8:05 - 9:10

65

Si Vis/Joseph

8/14/2011

10/9/2011

26

11/7/2011

5:10 - 6:00

50

Si Vis/Alleluia

11/11/2011

7:30 - 7:50

20

Joseph

11/13/2011

10:45 - 11:35

50

Joseph

1/5/2012

2:00 - 3:00

60

Les Miserables

1/9/2012

5:00 - 5:20

20

Part of Your World, So Small

10:50 - 11:35

45

Les Mis, How Can I Keep

2/2/2012

6:25 - 7:25

60

Peter Piper, Land of Our Dreams, Per la Gloria

2/3/2012

10:45 - 11:25

40

Peter Piper, Land of Our Dreams

2/6/2012

2:30 - 3:00

30

Peter Piper

2/7/2012

4:30 - 5:00

30

Peter Piper, Beauty & the Beast

2/9/2012

2:30 - 3:00

30

Peter Piper

2/11/2012

8:10 - 9:10

60

Wie Melodien, Per la

6:10 - 6:50

40

Per la, Wie Melodien

2/12/2012

8:00 - 9:00

60

Wie Melodien, Per la

2/13/2012

3:40 - 4:00

20

Wie Melodien, Per la

2/14/2012

7:00 - 7:40

40

Silent Noon, Wie Melodien

2/15/2012

4:40 - 5:35

55

Part of Your World, Silent Noon

2/17/2012

6:30 - 6:50

20

Old Dan Tucker, Lonesome Valley

2/18/2012

8:05 - 9:05

60

Where the Sea, How Can I Keep

7:35 - 8:00

25

Where the Sea

2/19/2012

7:30 - 8:30

60

Where the Sea, How Can I Keep

2/20/2012

9:00 - 10:05

65

Where the Sea, Part of Your World

2/21/2012

4:00 - 5:00

60

Part of Your, Where the Sea, How Can I

2/28/2012

2:25 - 2:45

20

Poor Wayfarin Stranger

2/29/2012

5:35 - 6:25

50

Master Class Songs

3/1/2012

5:30 - 6:00

30

Master Class Songs

3/3/2012

8:50 - 9:30

40

Silent Noon, Wie Melodien

3/4/2012

7:40 - 8:45

65

Wie Mel, Master Class Songs, Silent Noon

3/6/2012

10:15 - 10:45

30

Silent Noon, Poor Wayfarin'

3/8/2012

10:15 - 10:45

30

Silent Noon

2:15 - 3:10

55

Silent Noon, Lonesome Valley

3/10/2012

8:20 - 9:20

60

Silent Noon, Lonesome Valley

3/11/2012

9:25 - 10:25

60

Silent Noon, Lonesome Valley

3/12/2012

2:20 - 3:00

40

Per la Gloria

3:30 - 4:30

60

Per la Gloria, Silent Noon

1/12/2012

27

3/13/2012

2:25 - 2:45

20

Lonesome Valley

3/14/2012

4:00 - 5:00

60

Wie Melodien, Lonesome Valley, Silent Noon

3/15/2012

2:45 - 3:45

60

Wie Melodien, Lonesome, How Can I Keep, Silent Noon

3/16/2012

10:55 - 11:45

50

Lonesome Valley, Wie Melodien, How Can I Keep

3/17/2012

8:30 - 9:00

30

Wie Melodien

3/18/2012

8:30 - 9:30

60

7:45 - 8:45

60

Wie Melodien, Silent Noon, How Can I Keep
Wie Melodien, How Can I Keep, Lonesome Valley,
Silent

3/19/2012

2:30 - 3:00

30

Wie Melodien, How Can I Keep

3/19/2012

5:10 -5:30

20

Wie Melodien

3/20/2012

8:00 - 8:30

30

Wie Melodien, How Can I Keep

3/21/2012

2:00 - 2:30

30

Wie Melodien, Dan Tucker

4:15 - 5:25

70

Dan Tucker, Danny Boy

3/22/2012

2:50 - 3:20

30

Dan Tucker

3/23/2012

11:00 - 11:50

50

Dan Tucker

3/24/2012

8:45 - 9:45

60

Dan Tucker, Danny Boy

8:50 - 9:40

50

Danny Boy, Dan Tucker

3/25/2012

10:00 - 11:00

60

Dan Tucker, Danny Boy

3/26/2012

2:30 - 3:00

30

Danny Boy, Dan Tucker

3/27/2012

12:35 - 1:05

30

Dan Tucker

3/28/2012

12:00 - 1:00

60

Dan Tucker, Per la Gloria, Danny Boy

3/29/2012

1:55 - 2:45

50

Per la

3/30/2012

11:30 - 12:30

90

Per la, Dan Tucker, Silent Noon, Danny Boy

4/1/2012

9:30 - 11:00

90

Dan Tucker, Per la, Danny Boy, Wie Melodien

5:40 - 6:30

50

Danny Boy, Per la, Dan Tucker, How Can I Keep

8:40 - 9:20

40

Early One Morning, Dan Tucker

4/2/2012

2:30 - 3:30

60

Early One Morning, Dan Tucker, Wie Melodien

4/3/2012

2:40 - 3:20

40

4/6/2012

9:30 - 11:30

120

Early One Morning, Dan Tucker
Early One Morning, Dan Tucker, Lonesome Valley,
Silent

1:40 - 2:30

50

Early One Morning

9:00 - 10:00

60

Early One Morning

4:40 - 5:40

60

Early One Morning, Wie Melodien

9:20 - 11:00

100

All District songs

9:20 - 10:20

60

Early One Morning, Dan Tucker, Wie Melodien

4:20 - 5:10

50

Wie Melodien, Early One Morning

4/7/2012

4/8/2012
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8:40 - 9:40

60

Everything

8:00 - 8:30

30

Early One Morning

5:00 - 5:30

30

All District songs

4/10/2012

10:20 - 10:50

30

Early One Morning

4/11/2012

2:00 - 2:40

40

All District songs

4/12/2012

4:00 - 5:00

60

Dan Tucker, Lonesome Valley

6:00 - 6:45

45

Dan Tucker, Lonesome Valley

11:00 - 11:30

30

Dan Tucker, Lonesome Valley

11:30 - 12:00

30

Wie Melodien, Early One Morning, How Can I Keep

6:30 - 7:00

30

Wie Melodien, How Can I Keep, Early One Morning

4/9/2012

4/13/2012

4/14/2012

Total Minutes

6220

103 hours, 40 minutes
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APPENDIX C: PRACTICE JOURNAL
July 8, 2011
And so it begins! I am so excited about officially starting my project. I have been playing
a lot of piano since the interview, and have realized how much I enjoy practicing and
playing. I’m so glad to finally have the opportunity to make myself practice and have a
goal.
July 12, 2011 Performance: “If I Could,” accompanying Teri Dwyer
The performance went well. I practiced this piece for approximately two hours and forty
aminutes total. That amount of time shocks me, actually. I felt pretty confident about this
piece. I was not nervous. It doesn’t seem like much practice time to master a piece,
although this one was fairly easy.
I was proud of my ability to play this piece as written. I played the doubling melody
written into the accompaniment – always a challenge for me in the past. I didn’t let
myself get frustrated in the practicing process.
I was reminded during this process of the biggest challenge of accompanying – working
with the singer. Sounds so obvious! Teri knew the song from her recording, and that
actually makes it harder to put together. It’s harder to hear the new, different piano
accompaniment. She has a good ear in terms of pitch. We had some trouble rhythmically:
she would come in early or late on her entrances sometimes. I did get to practice the
accompanist skill of following – jumping ahead at a moment when she came in early. I
also doubled her melody at one point because she was just slightly off. She was nervous
but did a really good job in the end.
July 17, 2011
I wanted to write a few words about my final personal performance for Creative Pulse on
July 15. I performed an excerpt from the first movement (“Allegro”) of Mozart’s Sonata
in C Major. I worked really hard on the Mozart, even if it was only for 2 ½ weeks. I felt
really successful. I was able to play it pretty steadily, although it was still way too slow (I
played it about =92; supposed to be =132). It was a good experience. I honestly hardly
remember the performance itself, but I don’t remember having to stop at all.
Now, time to sightread like crazy, and start learning school accompaniments.
August 8, 2011
Things are going really well. I’m proud of my dedication to the project, and of the work
I’ve accomplished so far. Of the five pieces I’ll be starting with this fall, I’ve completely
learned two, feel pretty close on one, am beginning one, and haven’t started the last. I’ve
conquered “Bridge Over Troubled Water,” which isn’t easy. I’ve almost learned all of it,
and I’m playing it at about =96. It will probably be performed at about =120. The song
I haven’t started yet, “Beyond the Sea,” is pretty simple, I think. That’s good!
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I’ve got 2 ½ weeks until school starts. Since I started logging my practice time on July 9,
I’ve played almost every day for an hour or so. I’ve only missed two or three days.
Total so far: 1650 min, which equals 27.5 hours.
October 27, 2011
Wow! It’s been a while! I wanted to write about a recent accompanying performance. On
October 24, I accompanied for two songs in an assembly at school. Easy, low stress. My
junior high honor choir performed and I accompanied and conducted from the piano. I
did not like that experience. I felt that I just did a “halfway” job at both conducting and
accompanying. It was ok, but not great. I also accompanied for my co-worker Elaina’s
children’s choir. That was more enjoyable. I felt really good about my performance. I did
feel that I was rushing at one point, so after that I was extra careful to watch the
conductor. Another thing that threw me off was that Elaina took the song much slower in
performance than she did in rehearsal. (Better than the other way around.)
November 11, 2011
Wanted to write a big about my most recent performance. I accompanied my colleague
Troy’s choir in a piece called “Si Vis Amari.” It was a basic accompaniment; not too
difficult, but hard enough that I had to put several hours into its practice. I was very
nervous for the performance. I had never experienced panic attacks while accompanying
before – I get them when singing in choir and conducting sometimes. However, Idid
panic a bit during this performance. Taking my medication would have helped by I didn’t
think I’d need it. The piano bench was very close to the edge of the stage, and being
nervous about that added to my anxiety. Note to self – need to take that medication when
accompanying.
However, I had prepared well for the performance, and to the outside world (a.k.a
everyone but me) it was just fine. I went into autopilot (flow!) and though my brain was
foggy, the playing went well. A good learning experience.
February 28, 2012
Well, it’s been a while, but I haven’t stopped playing. November and December were
crazy with our school’s production of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
and the usual winter concerts. I played in the pit for Joseph, but not as much as I had
intended. I was needed in so many other areas that I had to be available. Since the
holidays, I’ve gotten started on some upcoming accompanying projects; and, really, these
are the big ones.
March 12: Vocal Master Class for my private voice students, with a guest clinician. I’ll
accompany five singers. It will be low-key, but still important to be right on. Pieces will
be:
How Can I Keep From Singing?
Where the Sea Meets the Sky
Poor Wayfarin’ Stranger
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Part of Your World
Homeward Bound
Pretty easy pieces.
April 13-14: District Music Festival. I’ve committed to accompanying five students –
maybe six – on their solos so far. These pieces are much more difficult, but I’ll be able to
do them.
Per la Gloria d’Adorarvi - Bononcini
Silent Noon – Vaughan Williams
Wie Melodien – Brahms
How Can I Keep From Singing?
And two that I haven’t been given yet.
I also committed to accompanying at the large ensemble part of the festival. Something I
hadn’t intended to do, but it will be great experience. I’ll accompany the St. Ignatius
choir in two pieces:
Lonesome Valley
Old Dan Tucker – this one is going to be a challenge.
I’m really loving the project I’ve discovered some things about myself. First, I really like
playing. It’s a great escape, and I enjoy practicing. Also, I have a lot more confidence in
my playing now – and my abilities. I’ve realized that I can play most accompaniments.
Some are much easier than I anticipate. Some take a lot of work, but I haven’t run across
anything I can’t handle so far.
March 8, 2012
Quick update. I’ve been practicing like crazy for the master class, which is on Monday. I
actually feel pretty confident and ready. Four easy pieces. Most of my recent practicing
has been for District – April 13/14. Not very far away! The pieces for District are much
more difficult. I’ve spent a lot of time on Vaughan Williams’ “Silent Noon” this week. It
is definitely the most difficult piece I’ve played so far for this project. I have probably
spent three hours already on a section of 12 measures, and it is still not perfect, and it is
still not up to tempo. I’m confident I’ll get it, but I still have six other pieces to learn, too.
District will be the grand finale for this project. It’s a pretty important event for the kids I
accompany, so it’ll be the perfect ending goal.
March 13, 2012
Last night we had a master class for my voice students. A private voice instructor and
adjudicator from Missoula (who is also a college friend of mine) came out and worked
with my students. Angela vocalized with the girls for a few minutes, and then they each
performed a solo. She listened and gave them feedback.
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I’d been preparing for this event for a while. I felt totally ready to accompany for the
girls. There were a few last minute wrenches, though. There were a few last minute
wrenches, though. Two of my students who were either not going to be at the class or
were just going to listen and not sing decided they really wanted to perform at the last
minute (i.e. yesterday afternoon). Myranda, who is working on “Silent Noon” for district,
expressed interest in singing. I thought Mattea was not coming but it turned out she was. I
wanted them both to sing, especially since they have District coming up and Angela
would be able to give them great feedback.
But – I was not really prepared to accompany for them. I had just gotten “Silent Noon”
somewhat learned over the weekend, but it is really difficult and I certainly don’t feel
performance ready. I figured I could fake my way through it enough to give her a chance
to perform, though. I spent a significant amount of time on Mattea’s piece, “Per la gloria
d’Adorarvi,” several weeks ago. However, I did not feel ready at all for that one. I put in
100 minutes of practice yesterday to try to pull it together.
“Per la gloria” was not great, but I got through it. I had to drop a hand here and there. I
definitely have some work to do there before District. “Silent Noon” was ok except for
one four measure transition section – luckily not when Myranda was singing.
I was glad I could provide the girls the opportunity to sing. If I hadn’t been working so
hard, it wouldn’t have happened.
I was also careful not to apologize for my playing or disclaimers. I just let it be.
April 7, 2012
Well, it’s our spring break and one week until District Music Festival – the “finale” of
my project. I’ve been practicing tons. At least an hour a day, and three hours a day over
break. It’s a good thing, too. I feel like I’ll be ready for next weekend, but not a moment
too soon. If I hadn’t been working this hard, there’d be no way I’d pull this off.
I’m stressed about one of the most basic things I know about accompanying – you can’t
stop and correct mistakes. If you make a mistake, you have to continue. As a
conductor/singer, it has driven me nuts in the few times this has happened – how could an
accompanist possibly let this happen? And yet, it’s hard for me. One of the things I’m
doing now is forcing myself to run things without a single stop. Easier said than done.
I’m stressed about tempos. One of the large ensemble pieces (St. Ignatius choir), “Old
Dan Tucker,” REALLY moves. It’s not terribly hard except that it moves so quickly. I’ve
been inching faster in speed as I’ve practiced it, and can now barely play it up to tempo.
It’s dicey. A Brahms solo, “Wie Melodien,” is also under tempo so far, as is the newest
solo I just added – “Early One Morning.”
As I’ve practiced for longer time periods, I’ve noticed more tension in my shoulders,
neck, back, forearms and wrists. Something I’ll have to be conscious of.
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I’m frustrated with how long it takes me to learn a piece. I want to learn faster! I want to
sightread perfectly!
I’m amazed at what a kinesthetic activity playing is. I’m always impressed when muscle
memory finally kicks in and I can really play a piece easily – my fingers go on autopilot.
April 14, 2012
Well, yesterday was the large ensemble portion of District Music Festival. I accompanied
the St. Ignatius choir. It went… ok. I was definitely nervous and did not play as well as I
could have – but it was not disastrous. I didn’t get to rehearse the pieces in full with the
choir before we performed, which added to the nerves. I had to drop notes here and there,
but I kept up – especially in Dan Tucker – and I guess that’s going to have to be good
enough. I truly was worried about a major screwup in Dan Tucker – one that would
necessitate me stopping playing entirely.
Today is the solo/ensemble portion of the festival.
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APPENDIX D: ACCOMPANIST INTERVIEWS
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Name: Anne Bashor
At what age did you start playing piano? Age 5
When did you start accompanying? 10th grade, age 16
What kinds of accompanying do you do now? (Soloists/ensembles, age level,
instrumentation, etc. I accompany both soloists and ensembles. For the elementary
concerts, I accompany the 3rd-4th graders. I also accompany the 6th-12th grade choir
concerts. I also accompany high school students for District and State Music Festivals. I
also accompany some community events and adults. I accompany both voices and
instrumentalists, and I find the instrumental music (especially contemporary music) is
typically more challenging. I also accompany each student involved in master class
settings over the summer.
How much time do you usually put into practicing for accompanying? For choral
and vocal music, I typically practice a ½ hour to an hour for one piece. For instrumental
music, I practice from 2 hours to 20 hours (like a concerto or multi-movement piece).
When preparing for a recital, I might put in 50-150 hours for all of the music.
What do you think are the most important qualities in an accompanist? Not
covering the voice or instrument, but at the same time, supporting them enough that they
can feel confident. Being a good listener and following the ensemble and conductor
would be other good qualities.
Have you ever had a very positive experience accompanying? Yes, most of my
experiences are positive! I especially love accompanying musicals. I have enjoyed
meeting “celebrities” through MCT’s Next Step Prep program and working with them.
Have you ever had a very negative experience accompanying? Yes. If I am
unprepared, it usually goes badly. I accompanied several saxophones one year and they
didn’t know how to count, so putting our ensemble together was extremely difficult,
especially because it was a 20th century piece.
Note: I often struggle with how much to help a student. Being just the accompanist, I
don’t teach them THEIR music, but sometimes they need to be taught! An example I
often run in to at Music Festival is the student looking at me during the tuning of their
instrument, as if I should answer “flat” or “sharp.” Adjudicators often don’t appreciate
that and the student should know how to tune on their own.
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Name: Denise Harmon
At what age did you start playing piano? I started playing piano at 6 yrs old.
When did you start accompanying? I began accompanying for the children's group at a
church when I was 11 - I started playing for soloists as an 8th grader.
What kinds of accompanying do you do now? (Soloists/ensembles, age level,
instrumentation, etc.?
I mainly accompany during HS music festival a little bit, and am currently playing for
my son's voice lessons at UM. I have done some work with MCT in the past, but did not
do much of that this year. It's very much a sideline hobby to accompany, not a part of a
career.

How much time do you usually put into practicing for accompanying? I don't really
put any extra time into practicing on my own most of the time, due mostly to a lack of
time in my schedule - I usually learn my part as I'm working with the soloist and/or
ensemble. (exception - Fred gave me an unusually difficult trumpet piece this year that I
did have to work on a little more by myself to learn the part) I was very fortunate in that
my teacher made sight-reading a part of every lesson, so my reading skills are fairly
decent.
What do you think are the most important qualities in an accompanist? I think that
being able to follow the soloist, be supportive of what he/she is doing and cover his/her
errors to the best of my ability is an important part of being an accompanist. Also, being
in the background - not stealing the attention from the performer, but unobtrusively
making him/her sound as good as possible.
Have you ever had a very positive experience accompanying? I've had many positive
experiences w/ accompanying - the satisfaction of knowing I helped someone perform
well is very rewarding.

Have you ever had a very negative experience accompanying? The most negative
experience I've ever had w/ accompanying is the one time during a HS festival where I
got to the student's performance and realized I had misplaced the piano score - the student
ended up having to perform unaccompanied - I'm always very, very careful to triplecheck my music now.
I much prefer accompanying to any other type of playing, except for fun at home in my
livingroom. I am not the type of person who enjoys performing or wants to be on stage or
in the spotlight - accompanying lets me use my musical skills w/out the misery of having
to be the center of attention.
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Name: Emily Trapp Hackethorn
At what age did you start playing piano? Started taking lessons at 6, playing around
since 3 or so?
When did you start accompanying? I think I first accompanied the 6th grade choir at
HMS or else the church kids choir around that time, and have been accompanying since.
What kinds of accompanying do you do now? (Soloists/ensembles, age level,
instrumentation, etc.)Currently, I accompany my choirs and students, but I have
accompanied for many different soloists and groups when in college.
How much time do you usually put into practicing for accompanying?I don't practice
much for most of the accompanying I do now, usually just run through the music ahead
of time, and if there are difficult passages, work them out. In college, I would put
considerable amount of time into some of the pieces depending on difficulty.
What do you think are the most important qualities in an accompanist? A good
accompanist needs to be a good musician and needs to be positive! They need to be
assertive and flexible too!
Have you ever had a very negative experience accompanying? I have had a couple
negative experiences, usually stemming from not preparing enough and feeling stupid
when I need to play and am flubbing!
Have you ever had a very positive experience accompanying? My most positive
accompanying experience was probably playing for a few of the vocal students at the U,
Anne B. asked me to play for a Faust project where Immanuela and Roni sang pieces
from Faust. I had to put a lot of time into learning the music, but we got to travel to LA
and perform for scholars there at the Huntington Library and it was very rewarding!
It's also rewarding to play for people who you can coach and see their progress.
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Name: Gretchen Mundinger
When did you start accompanying?
Age 11
What kinds of accompanying do you do now? (Soloists/ensembles, age level,
instrumentation, etc.)
Now I'm the Minister of Music for a Lutheran Church in NYC. I'm responsible for
leading the congregation in worship and for directing and playing for the choir. I use both
the organ and piano.
How much time do you usually put into practicing for accompanying?
Varies. When I was accompanying vocal recitals it could've been hours depending on the
rep. Because I'm more familiar with my church rep I work 1-3 hours a week depending
on the nature of the service. More of the bulk of my work comes in the planning of future
services and mapping out repertoire now than actually sitting at the piano or organ.

What do you think are the most important qualities in an accompanist?
Patience, willingness to listen and communicate with the person/ensemble you are
accompanying and organization. When working with soloists it really is a collaboration
so you have to engage in constructive and open dialogue. Also, when a soloist is under a
tremendous amount of pressure sometimes you have to be a voice of reason too.
Have you ever had a very positive experience accompanying?
Fortunately, most of my experiences have been positive.
Have you ever had a very negative experience accompanying?
I feel like I've been very lucky in my experiences and have worked with great musicians.
I do know of people who get treated like dirt, which is unfortunate. I have had to chase
down my money a few times, which is never fun. I feel like my open communication
style has helped to minimize my negative experiences because people know upfront that
I'm all for a positive, collaborative experience. If I feel like a situation isn't working I do
not hesitate to try to find a workable solution-including suggesting a different
accompanist. No time for duds.
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Name: Lizzie Hatfield
At what age did you start playing piano? Age 10... pretty late, considering most of my
friends were in lessons at age 5 or 6.
When did you start accompanying? In sixth grade, at age 12.
What kinds of accompanying do you do now? (Soloists/ensembles, age level,
instrumentation, etc.)
I accompany solo singers and instrumentalists at the University of Montana, and
occasionally high school students for festival. I also accompany my own private voice
students that range in age from 11 to 50+. My favorite type of accompanying, though, is
for musicals. I've done shows with just piano and bass, large orchestra shows with 20+
members and rock musicals with a small band (and everything in between).
How much time do you usually put into practicing for accompanying?
Most of my practice for shows happens when I am the rehearsal accompanist. Luckily,
rehearsal periods are usually six weeks, 5 days a week, 4 hours a day. So I get lots of
practice in during rehearsals. When I accompany soloists or chamber pieces, I have to put
in more time, although I am a good sight reader and can sometimes play pieces without
much outside practice. I would say on average, 2-3 hours a week. In fact, I'm putting off
practicing an accompaniment at this very moment. I'm very good at that too.
What do you think are the most important qualities in an accompanist?
Good sight reader, personable, good collaborator, good sense of time - both the ability to
play at a given tempo and keep it, but also play with rubato and stay with the soloist or
ensemble. Ability to stay in time and keep going even if you make mistakes.
Have you ever had a very positive experience accompanying?
Some of my most positive experiences with accompanying have been when I have
learned pieces that are particularly difficult for me. I played a saxophone concerto in
which the accompaniment was harder than the solo, and got lots of compliments on it. It
shows me that when I actually put my mind (and fingers) to it, I can play much more
difficult rep than I give myself credit for. (Said the girl who is literally a foot away from a
piano and putting off practicing a hard accompaniment....)
Have you ever had a very negative experience accompanying?
I've never had any experiences that stand out as being above and beyond negative.
However, some less positive experiences have happened when I have worked with
students who weren't used to playing with an accompanist and blamed me for their lack
of preparation when the piece didn't go as smoothly as they hoped. I've also had a few
negative experiences with music directors who talk down to the accompanist and cast. It's
not very fun when that happens, but I try to just keep my head down and do my job the
best I know how.
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